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If K is a finite group, let 1 KI, denote the order of a Sylow p-subgroup. If 
n is a non-empty set of primes, then 
lKl,= n IKI,. 
Pen 
The following theorem is proved. 
THEOREM A. Assume G is a finite group and H = n<= 1 B; (direct 
product) is a Hall n-subgroup of G where all the Bi are isomorphic non- 
Abelian simple groups. Let G = GO 2 G, 2 . . . 1 G, = { 1 } be a composition 
series of G. If GJG,, , is neither a x- nor a z‘-group, then 
(H n G,)/(H n Gi+ 1) is isomorphic to a proper HaN n-subgroup of GJG,, , 
and (Gi/Gi+ 1, (H n G,)/(H n Gi + , )) is isomorphic to one of the following 
pairs: 
(i) (L2(u’), Ad, I L2(o’)l t2, 3. 5) = 6% u an odd prime; 
(ii) (A,, A,-,), p aprimep27; 
(ii) W23, M22); 
(iv) (p%(U’), psP&))v 1 p%(u’)l (2,3,.5,7) = 1 psP,(2)19 U an odd 
prime; 
(v) (pa,+(U’), pQ,+@)h IPQ,i+(V’)I(2,3,5,7, = Ip~,+(2)1, 0 an odd 
prime. 
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The following corollary is a trivial consequence of Theorem A but is 
included for clarity. 
COROLLARY B. Assume G is a non-Abelian finite simple group and 
H = n{=, Bi (direct product) is a proper Hall subgroup of G where all the 
Bi, i= 1, . . . . j are isomorphic non-Abelian simple groups. Then j= 1 and 
(G, H) is one of the following pairs: 
0) Mu’), Ad, IUu’)l f2,3,5j = 60, u an odd prime; 
(ii) (A,,A,-,),paprimep>7; 
(iii) (M23, M2d; 
(iv) (PfMu’), PIP&)), IPW0 Q~,~,,) = I PSP#)I, u an odd 
prime; 
(v) VQ,+(u’), pQ,+(2)), I pQ,+(v’)l i2,3,5,7) = I pQ,+U)l, u an odd 
prime. 
In addition to its inherent interest, this theorem has applications 
in character theory. The authors thank A. Turull for several valuable 
conversations. 
1 
The notation is mainly that which appears in [3]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose H = n{= I Bi (direct product) where each Bi is 
isomorphic to a non-Abelian simple group B and cp is a faithful projective 
representation of H over a field of characteristic u where u =0 or 
(v, 1 B I) = 1. Let l(B) be the minimal degree of a non-linear projective 
complex representation of B. Then degree cp b jl( B). 
Proof By the method of proof of [S, Th. 11.171, there is a finite central 
extension (r, ZZ), a representation I$ of r, and a function p : r --) K* 
such that g(x)= cp(n(x)) p(x) where K* is an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic u. Since cp is faithful, we may assume @ is faithful. 
Each Bi is simple so there are normal subgroups Ai of r such that 
Aiz17-‘(Bi),Ai=A:, and Z7(Ai)=Bi for i=l,...,j. L7([Ai,A,])~ 
Z7(Ai)nIT(A,)=BinB,=1impliesthat [A,,A,]~ker(Z7)=Z(T)ifi#k. 
Now [2, Theorem 2.2.31 and [A,, Ai] = A, yield [A,, Ak] = 1 if i#k, 
i, k = 1, . . . . j. Thus, we may assume r= A, . . . Aj is a central product of 
quasi-simple Ai with A,/Z(Ai) N Bi N B for i= 1, . . . . j. r= r now yields 
(u,IZ(r)l)=l if((B\,u)=l andu#O. 
Since (u, jr])= 1 if u#O, [S, Th. 15.131 and @(l)=q(l) imply that r 
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has a faithful complex character ‘p* with cp*( 1) = degree @ = degree 40, Let 
BeIrr.(I); as in [6, Lemma 5.11, B,,=aiOi where e,~Irr.(A,). Further, if 
f=A,x . . . x Aj and t?= 8, x 8, x ... x e,, then d(x) = 8(0(x)) where 
(T((xl, *..3 xj))=xl . . .xj. Now A: = A, and Ai/Z(Ai) N B imply that either 
Oi( 1) 2 I(B) or Ai s ker(8). Hence, if CO = {A, 1 Ai s& ker(8)}, then 
e(ipw I co1 > 1 C, ( Z(B) Since q* is faithful and r= r’, each A, lies in 
at least one CO with (0, ‘p*)31. Thus, cp*(l)=C,,,,,,,(B,cp*)e(l)~ 
c Irrd4 CP*)I co I w mm. 
The following lemma follows from elementary number theory con- 
siderations. 
If x is a real number, [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal 
to x. 
LEMMA 2. If G is a finite group, let pz be defined by ) G ) 2 = 2@l. 
(a) Assume G= L,+l(u’) or U,,+,(u’) for n>2 and u odd, then 
b2>2n- 1 +CE*[(n+ 1)/2’]. Also Pz>2n. 
(b) Assume G= PQ&(o’) for n 2 4 and u odd, then /I2 > 3(n - 1) + 
Cz2[2(n - 1)/2’] and flz >, 3n or else G = PQ;(o’) and flz = 10. 
(c) Assume G= PQ2,+ ,(v’), PSp,,(u’) for na2 and v odd, then 
/I2 > 3n - 1 + Cp”= z [2n/2’] and /?* 2 3n. 
Proof: The proofs follow in a straightforward manner from the formula 
for 1 G 1 and elementary number theory arguments. We give an example of 
these techniques by sketching a proof of (a). 
Let c be defined by v2’ - 1 = 2’d where d is odd, then c 2 3. The result 
is clear if n+ 1 = 3 or 4 so we assume that n+ 12 5. Now 
(~‘+l,n+l)l(u~‘&l,n+l) whence (~~(~~1)‘21(u2’k-1))IIGI. If G= 
L,, ,(r+), then nh(:;‘)‘*l (t~*‘~ - 1) nj’!/y (v*(*~+ ‘)- 1) divides ) GJ and 
n~‘y’/‘l (u*“c 1) np/;l (u t(2k+‘)+ 1) divides IGI if G= U,,+,(v’). 
The power of 2 dividing nk(:: ‘)/*I (v*‘~ - 1) is c[ (n + 1)/2] + 
Cim_* [(n + 1)/2’] 2 3[(n + 1)/2] + Cim,* [(n + 1)/2’]. Clearly, 2c”‘21-1 
divides (np!\l (v’(*~+‘)- l), npL3 (u’(*~+‘)+ 1)). Hence, if n + 1 is 
even, fi2 2 3(n + 1)/2 + CIpoc2 [(n + 1)/2’] + ((n - 1)/2) - 1 > 2n - 1 + 
zz2 [(n+ 1)/2’]. If n + 1 is odd, then b2a 3n/2 +CE. [(n+ 1)/2’] + 
(n/2) - 1 2 2n - 1 + Cp”= 2 [(n + 1)/2’]. Since n + 12 5, p2 > 2n. 
For the remainder of this section, we assume that G is a minimal coun- 
terexample to Theorem A. Thus, we assume H= n{= i Bi is a direct 
product of j subgroups Bi where each Bi is isomorphic to a non-Abelian 
simple group B and Zf is a Hall subgroup of the group G. Let a2 be defined 
by jB12=2a2. Let fi2 be defined by IGJ2=282, then IH(,=IG12 yields 
ia2=D2. (1) 
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If G is not simple, let G, be a proper maximal normal subgroup of G. 
Since H is the direct product of non-Abelian simple groups, H n G1 is also 
a direct product of simple groups iomorphic to B if 1 Hn Gi 1 # 1. Further, 
HG,/G, N H/H n G1 is isomorphic to a direct product of simple groups 
isomorphic to B if ( H/H n G1 1 # 1. Since H n G, is a Hall rr-subgroup of 
G, and HG1/G1 is a Hall rr-subgroup of G/G,, the theorem follows by 
induction. Thus, we may assume G is a simple group which is not a 
rc-group. 
Suppose G is of Lie type for the prime u. If u 1 ) B 1, then H is contained in 
a parabolic subgroup Y of G (see [8, Lemma 1.61). It follows that 
HE N,(R) where R is a non-trivial u-subgroup and R s H. H a product of 
non-Abelian simple groups with normal subgroup R implies that R 1 Bi for 
some i, which is a contradiction. Thus, (I B 1, V) = 1. In particular, G is not 
of Lie type for u = 2. Further, G is not of Lie type for u = 3 unless 
B N Sz(29. 
LEMMA 3. If q = G(u’) is a simple group of Lie type for the prime u, then 
(G, H) is isomorphic to one of the following pairs: 
(i) WAu’)~ 4, I W’)l {2,3,5j = 60; 
(ii) P&(u’), PSp,(2)), where IV’sl,(u’)l 12,3,5,71 = I PSp,(2)1, u an 
odd prime; 
(iii) (PQl(u’), PQ,+(2)), IP@(d)\ i2,3,5,7j = l Ps2,+(2)(, u an odd 
prime. 
Proof As previously noted, we may assume that u is odd. If G = L2(u’), 
the result follows easily from [9, Th. 3.6.251. Thus, we may assume 
G # LAO’). 
Let M be a maximal subgroup containing H. Since M contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G, the theorem of [7] describes the structure of M 
and G. By [7] if u = f3 (mod 8), then X4,(u) 2 PSp,(2) =8,(2) and 
Pa,+ (u) 2 PsZ,+ (2). It follows that for appropriate primes u E _+ 3 (mod 8) 
(for example, u = 283), PSp,(2) is a Hall n-subgroup of PQ,(u’) and 
PsZ,t (2) is a Hall n-subgroup of PsZ,+ (u’). If u 3 f 1 (mod 8), comparison 
of the orders of Sylow 2-subgroups prevents PSp,(2) or Ps2,+(2) from 
being a Hall rr-subgroup of PO,(u’) or respectively PQB+(u’). Thus, the 
pairs listed in the lemma do occur. 
If GE {Es(uf), Wu’), &(u’), 2E6(ur), F4(ur), 3D4(u’), GAu’), or ZG2(u’)}, 
then M is given in [7, Theorem (b), III(B)(iii)] where M is the maximal 
subgroup containing H. Since H has no non-trivial normal 2-subgroups or 
2-factor groups, neither does M. Thus, [7, Theorem (b), III(B)(iii)] implies 
that (G, M) is one of the following pairs: (i) G = J&(u’) and M has a com- 
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position factor isomorphic to PQ&(v’), (ii) G = 3D4(u’) and ME G,(u’). 
Thus, M has a composition factor M,/M;+ , z PQ&,(o’) or G2(u’) which is 
neither a x- nor a x’-group. Hence, by induction applied to A4 and H, 
t”ilMi+17 H n M,/H n M,, r ) appears in the conclusion of Theorem A. 
However, PQ&(u’) and G2(u’) do not appear in this list as simple groups 
having a proper Hall x-subgroup which is a direct product of isomorphic 
non-Abelian simple groups. 
Thus, we may assume that G E {L, + ,(u’), U, + ,(u’), or PSp,,(u’), n 2 2; 
PSZ 2n+ ,(u’), n > 3; PQ~(o’), n > 4). It is direct to see that we may assume 
that M is described by [7, Theorem (b), IIIB(i) or one of (b), IIIB(ii) 
(l)-(3)]. Let M=M,zM,zM,z... z M/= ( 1 > be a composition series 
of M. 
BY [II, G& &+1(3), u,+,(3) f or I = 2, 3). Thus, [7, Th. (b), IIIB(i) or 
IIIB(i)(l~(3)] imply that one of the following occur: (i) M=N,(L,(3)); 
(ii) u’= 3, F3 is the field of 3-elements, V is the natural projective over F) 
for G, V= @ ;“= i Vi with all Vi isometric and dim, Vi = 2; (iii) M has a 
non-Abelian composition factor MJM,, , of Lie type for the prime u. 
However, (i) and (ii) yield a non-trivial normal 2-subgroup K of M. Hence, 
Kn H is a non-trivial normal 2-group in H which contradicts the structure 
of H. Thus, some MJM,, 1 is of Lie type for the prime u. The minimality of 
G now implies that 
( MiIM, + 1, ffnMiIHnMi+,)~ {(PQ,+(u”), pQ,+(2)) (PS;Z,(U”), P.YP,(~)), 
(Lz(us), A,)}. Since (HnM,,, ) 4 (Hn Mk) for all k=O, . . ..f- 1, and H 
is a direct product of non-Abelian simple groups isomorphic to B, 
HnM/HnMi+, is also isomorphic to a direct product of a number of B’s. 
Thus, BE {A,, Ps2,+(2), P@,(2)}. 
If B = A,, then G has Abelian Sylow 2-subgroups. Since (u, 1 A5 I) = 1 if G 
is of Lie type for the prime u and we may assume G # L,(u’), [3, Th. 4.1261 
implies that G = J, . However, there is no j such that 60’ = 1 A5 1 j = ( HI = 
I J, I (2.x~)~ Thus, BE {PsZ,+(2), PSp,(2)}. 
If G= (L,+i(u’), U,+,(u’), n>2), then G (and hence H) has a faithful 
projective representation cp of degree n + 1 over a field of characteristic u. 
Lemma 1 and Cl, pp. 47 and 861 now imply that n + 12 8j if B = PsZ,+(2) 
and n + 12 7j if B= P&I,(~). By Lemma 2, j& >2n 2 2(8j- 1) if 
B= Pf2,+(2) and /I2 2 2n 2 2(7j- 1) if B= P@,(2). Now u2 = 12 if 
B = PQ,+(2) and a, = 9 if B = P@,(2). By (l), p2 = ja, which yields 
12ja 16j-2 if B=PQ,+(2) and 9j>2(7j- 1) if B=PSp,(2). Hence, 
G& {L+I(u’), un+~(u’)>. 
Thus, GE (P&n+ ,(O, n 2 3, PSp,,(u’), n > 2, PQ$(u’), n 2 4). Hence, 
G and H have a faithful projective representation of degree 2n + 1 for 
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PSZ *,, + ,(o’) or 2n otherwise over a field of characteristic v. Thus, Lemma 1 
and [ 1, pp. 47 and 861 yield 
2n+l> Q 
if B= PQ,+(2) and G=PQ 2n+ l(U’) 
7 if B= PSp,(2) and G=PQ 2n+ I(07 
(3.1) 
and 
if B= Pin2(2) and GE (PIP&‘), PQW)~ 
if B= PSp,(2) and GE {PSp,,(u’), Pi2;(d)}. (3’2) 
Since jar, # 10 for either B, Lemma 2 yields p2 > 3n. Thus, ja, = /12, and 
(3.1) and (3.2) imply that 9j=jor2=f12a33/2(7j-1) if B=PSp,(2). In par- 
ticular, j = 1. Hence, by Lemma 2, 3n < f12 = 9 and n < 3. Now (3.1) and 
(3.2) imply that G = PQ,(u’), a case previously discussed. If B= P&!,+(2), 
then (3.1) and (3.2) imply that n 24. If f12> 3n+2, then (3.1) and (3.2) 
imply that 12j = ja, = lo, > 3/2(8j - 1) + 2, which is a contradiction. Hence, 
f12 d 3n + 1 so that n > 4 and Lemma 2 yield GE { Psl$(u’) 4 <n < 8). If 
G = PsZ,‘,(u’), then 16 > 8j implies that j= 1 or 2 so that f12 =jcL2 = 12 or 24. 
But elementary number theory implies that 1 PL!&(u~)~~ $ (2”, 224). Thus, 
8j d 2n + 1 < 15 yields j = 1 so that /I2 = a2 = 12. Now elementary number 
theory implies that G = PQ,+(u’) where U’E 3, S(mod 8), a case which has 
been considered previously. 
If R is a finite group, let m,(R) denote the 2-rank of R. 
Proof of Theorem. As previously noted we may assume G is a simple 
group of Lie type in characteristic u for u odd, G= A,, n > 5, or G is a 
sporadic group. If G is of Lie type for characteristic u, the theorem follows 
from Lemma 3. 
If G = A,, then by direct inspection using [ 11, we may assume n 2 13. 
[7, Theorem b(I)] implies that H is contained in a maximal subgroup M 
where M=(S,~S,_~)nA.l~k<ni2, or M=(S,wrS,)nA, (ab=n, 
a > 1 and b > 1). If k > 2 or M = (S,wrS,) n A,, then M has a normal 
subgroup of index 2, which is a contradiction since H does not. Thus, 
M=S,-InA,=A,-,. Further n must be odd since lN12=IAn12. If 
lMl>lHl, then by induction (M,H)=(A,-,,A,-,) where n-l is an 
odd prime. However, this contradicts n odd. Thus, M = H = A,, _ 1. Since H 
is a Hall n-subgroup, n is a prime. 
Theoretically, [7, Theorem (b)II] could be applied to the sporadic 
groups but Ref. [4] of [7], does not seem to be generally available, so a 
different proof is included. Thus, we assume G is sporadic and Hc M 
where M is a maximal subgroup of odd index. Further, if N a A4 and N or 
M/N is solvable, then (lNl,lHl)=l or respectively (1 M/N 1, 1 HI) = 1. 
Now direct (albeit tedious) use of [l] yields the theorem unless 
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GE&= (BM,h4, Fii4, F&, Th, or J4}. Since none of the groups in d 
have Abelian Sylow 2- or Sylow 3-subgroups, B# { L,(pk), p a prime, 
2G,(32k+1) k 2 1, J1}. Also m,(G) > 4 so that j> 2 if m,(B) < 4. 
Suppose BE {J$+~(P~), rZ2, U,+,(pk), r32, PQjb(pk), t-24, 
PSP,,( k)‘Y r>2, PQ2,+,(pk), t-2 3, G2(pk)‘, J’,(pk), &(pk), &(pk), 
Sz(22kf’ 1, 3&(~k), *F4(2 2k+1)‘, 2E6(pk)} and GE&‘. Then IBIL= /Hip= 
( G JP, j> 2 if m,(B) < 4, [4], and direct computation of orders of Sylow 
p-subgroups of Byieldp<7 and (G, B,j)e {(J,, L3(2’), l), (J4, U,(2’), l), 
(J4, L,(2), I), (JAY u,(2), 11, (‘h L,(2’), I), (Th, -%6?, I), (Th, L,(3), l), 
(Th, US@), 11, (FL L3(2’), 11, FL U,(2’), 11, (F~~4, L,(2), 11, (FL 
U,(2), 11, (FL PSpd3), 4), (F&, PSP,(~~), 2), (Fiz3, L,(26), I), 
(f’i23, u&?, 11, (f’i23, L3(23), 21, Vi,,, U3(23), 21, (Fi23, L3(22), 31, (Fi23, 
w2*)> 3), Vi,,, psP6(2), 21, V’i23, psP6(22h 11, (Fi23, W3), 3), (Fi23, 
W2g), 11, (Fi2,, G2V3), 11, (BM L,(5), 2), (BM U,(5), 2), (M, L,(7), 2), 
(M, U,(7), 2), (Al, Pl.2,(5), l), (M, PQ&(3), l)}. However, in each case 
direct computation yields that 1 B Ii # I G I K. 
Similarly if B is a sporadic group and GE d, direct computation yields 
that there is not any j such that 1 BIj= I GI, for GE&. 
If B= A,, then n < 33 since ) G 1 i7 < 17*. It is again direct to check that 
( A, Ii # I G I71 for rc the set of primes dividing n and GE d. 
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